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Big Data is Massive…
• Facebook: 

– 130TB/day: user logs
– 200-400TB/day: 83 million pictures

• Google: > 25 PB/day processed 
data

• Data generated by LHC: 1 PB/sec

• Total data created in 2010: 
1.ZettaByte (1,000,000 PB)/year
– ~60% increase every year
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On a regular basis we are reading about the data deluge that confronts many organizations, in particular, and the Internet in general.Every day Facebook users upload over 80 million photos or between 200 and 400TB of data. At the same time Facebook collects 130 TB of logs.Google processes over 25TB of data every day, while the Large Hardon Collider generates as much as 1PB of data per second. Finally, a current IDC report estimates that 1 zettabyte of new information has been created in 2010 alone, where 1 zettabyte is 1 million of PBs or 1 billion of 1TB disks.



…and Grows Bigger and Bigger!
• More and more devices

• More and more people

• Cheaper and cheaper storage
– ~50% increase in GB/$ every year
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While massive this data is poised to become bigger and bigger. First, there are more and more devices connected to the Internet that produce more and more data. Examples are (1) cameras, (2) sensor networks that monitor everything from power consumption in buildings, human physical and emotional activity, structural dynamics of bridges and buildings, (3) phones, (4) tablets, and (5) game consoles and personal training devices.  Second, more and more people are connected to the internet using new wireless technologies and deployments in both industrial and 3rd world countries.Third, the storage cost is decreasing by 50-60% every year which creates an additional incentive to store the data.



…and Grows Bigger and Bigger!
• Log everything! 

– Don’t always know what question you’ll need to answer

• Hard to decide what to delete

– Thankless decision: people know only when you are 
wrong! 

– “Climate Research Unit (CRU) scientists admit they threw 
away key data used in global warming calculations”

• Stored data grows faster than GB/$
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Finally,  once you store data it is hard to decide when to delete it. Deciding what to delete is often than not is a thankless job: you are expected to delete to save costs, but people will only know when you are wrong!



What is Big Data?

• You don’t need to be big to have big data problem!
– Inadequate tools to analyze data
– Data management may dominate infrastructure cost
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Data that is expensive to manage, 
and hard to extract value from
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To be more precise by big data we mean data that is expensive to manage and hard to extract value from.It is important to not that you do not need to be a google or Yahoo to have a big data problem. Indeed many organizations small and large confronted with inadequat tools to manage data and are in the situation that the management of the data may dominate their infrastructure costs.



Big Data is not Cheap!
• Storing and managing 1PB 

data: $500K-$1M/ year
– Facebook: 200 PB/year
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Indeed, despite the lower and lower storage cost, data is still expensive to store. To store 1 PB of data on Amazon’s S3 costs between 660K and 1.1 million per year. Next, consider a typical startup Conviva, with which I have been involved for the past few years. Currently this startup employs roughly 1 PB storage capacity to store the user log collected by the Conviva’s service.  In this plot we show with red the cost of the storage cluster as a fraction of the total infrastructure cost.



Hard to Extract Value from Data!
• Data is 

– Diverse, variety of sources
– Uncurated, no schema, inconsistent semantics, syntax
– Integration a huge challenge

• No easy way to get answers that are
– High-quality
– Timely

• Challenge: maximize value from data by getting 
best possible answers
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Maximize value form data.Doesn’t draw attention



Requires Multifaceted Approach
• Three dimensions to improve data 

analysis
– Improving scale, efficiency, and quality of 

algorithms (Algorithms)
– Scaling up datacenters (Machines)
– Leverage human activity and intelligence 

(People)

• Need to adaptively and flexibly combine all 
three dimensions
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Addressing the big data problem requires a multifaceted approach. There are three dimensions to improve data analysis: scaling datacenters, improving scale, efficiency, and quality of algorithms running in dataceneters, and leveraging the human activity and expertise.  Furthermore, it is not enough to independently improve along each dimension, but to adaptively and flexibly combine all thre dimensions.



Algorithms, Machines, People
• Today’s apps: fixed point in solution space
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Today’s apps occupy a fixed point in the solution space. Hadoop and a rdb like oracle are mostly along the machine axis, with Hadoop being more scalable than a data base. The review engine like yelp and the amazon’s mechanical turk are mostly along the people axis as they leverage the people expertise. The analytics tools such as R and matlab are mostly along the algorithms axis, as they do not scale on large clusters. Finally, search can scale up, employ sophisticated algorithms and also improve the search results using the user feedback. 



The AMP Lab
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To tame the big data problem we have formed and are announcing today a new lab called the AMP lab. The mission of this lab us to make sense of data by tightly integrating algorithms, machines, and people. In particular, we will work on improving each of the dimensions of the bid data solution: build better infrastructure, better algorithms, and better leverage human activity and intelligence. Finally, we will tie these dimensions in a whole unified system.



AMP Faculty and Sponsors
• Faculty

– Alex Bayen (mobile sensing platforms)
– Armando Fox (systems)
– Michael Franklin (databases): Director
– Michael Jordan (machine learning): Co-director
– Anthony Joseph (security & privacy)
– Randy Katz (systems)
– David Patterson (systems)
– Ion Stoica (systems): Co-director
– Scott Shenker (networking)

• Sponsors:
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The lab consists of 9 faculty members, 3 postdocs, and will have around 30-40 students. The lab has broad expertise covering areas such as systems, networking, algorithms and statistical machine learning, security, databases, and mobile and social applications.We have already a great list of sponsors, with Google and SAP leading the way as founding sponsors. In addition, we are sponsored by amazon, ebay, ibm, intel, huawei, microsoft, nec, netapp, vmware, and cloudera.Mike Franklin is the director, and Mike Jordan and myself are co-directors. Mobile sensing platformAdd co-directorsTwo slides



Algorithms
• State-of-art Machine Learning (ML) 

algorithms do not scale
– Prohibitive to process all data points
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Algorithms
• Given any problem, data and a budget

– Immediate results with continuous improvement
– Calibrate answer: provide error bars
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Algorithms
• Given any problem, data and a time budget

– Immediate results with continuous improvement
– Calibrate answer: provide error bars
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Algorithms
• Given any problem, data and a time budget

– Automatically pick the best algorithm
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Machines
• “The datacenter as a computer” still in its 

infancy
– Special purpose clusters, e.g., Hadoop cluster
– Highly variable performance
– Hard to program
– Hard to debug
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During the last few years many have claimed that the datacenter is the new computer. This transformation is still in its infancy. 



Machines
• Make datacenter a real computer!
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Machines
• Make datacenter a real computer!
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Machines
• Make datacenter a real computer!
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Machines
• Make datacenter a real computer!
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People
• Humans can make sense of messy data!
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Galaxy zoo: allow a large number of people to prticipate in a large scale project of galaxy research, and many eyes.Many eyes:a llows users to upload data and then produce graphic representations for others to view and comment upon.



People
• Make people an integrated part of 

the system!
– Leverage human activity
– Leverage human intelligence 

(crowdsourcing):
• Curate and clean dirty data
• Answer imprecise questions
• Test and improve algorithms

• Challenge
– Inconsistent answer quality in all 

dimensions (e.g., type of question, 
time, cost) 
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Real Applications
• Mobile Millennium Project

– Alex Bayen, Civil and Environment 
Engineering, UC Berkeley

• Microsimulation of urban 
development
– Paul Waddell, College of 

Environment Design, UC Berkeley
• Crowd based opinion formation

– Ken Goldberg, Industrial 
Engineering and Operations 
Research, UC Berkeley

• Personalized Sequencing
– Taylor Sittler, UCSF
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DepartmentsCrowd source policy based formation, department of state.



Personalized Sequencing
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Today we are witnessing a revolution in DNA sequencing, as the cost of sequencing is dropping roughly 2.5 times faster than the moore’s law. This means that new sequence data is generated at faster rate than the  natural growth in the storage and CPU capacities. This project aims to combine the sequence data, with the epidemiologic and clinical data to provide personalized clinical decisions. This requires the development of a new generation of scalable machine learning algorithms and software infrastructure which we plan to tackle in the context of the AMP lab.---As the cost of sequencing continues to drop, large amounts of sequencing data are being generated.  Because the slope is roughly 2.5x Moore’s Law, accumulation of sequence is outstripping processor speed and because of the algorithmic processing intensity, parallelization is critical for processing of this next generation sequence data.  Although there are many existing algorithms that have been developed to process this data, the bulk of them are single-threaded.We will apply distributed systems to help process and integrate individual sequence data with existing clinical ,epidemiologic, and functional data.  We will employ existing machine learning techniques to identify recurrent patterns and generate new insights with which to make clinical decisions based on these data.As we amass more data, we hope to see the context of these data emerge, may allow improved understanding of ourselves and our health.



Sequencing

Microsimulation
Mobile 
Millennium 

The AMP Lab
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Here is where the four applications stand in our 3-dimensional solution space. In our collaborative work we plan to take these applications to the next level by improving them in all three dimensions, i.e., improve scaling, improve the algorithms, and better leverage the human intelligence to provide higher quality answers.



Big Data in 2020

Almost Certainly:
• Create a new 

generation of big data 
scientist  

• A real datacenter OS 
• ML becoming an 

engineering discipline
• People deeply 

integrated in big data 
analysis pipeline

If We’re Lucky:
• System will know 

what to throw away
• Generate new 

knowledge that an 
individual person 
cannot

Presenter
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Big data science part of curriculum Create a new generation of big data scientist  



Summary
• Goal: Tame Big Data Problem

– Get results with right quality at the right time 
• Approach: Holistically integrate 

Algorithms, Machines, and People 
• Huge research issues across many 

domains
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In summary big data is a problem that equally confronts small and big organizations. At same time, big data represent an opportunity to extrract significant value. 
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